



















 of variety in Chanukah 
cards in the student bookstore, as was charged 
in a recent AS. Council 
meeting.  Judaism's 
"Festival 
of








 oKislew 25 until 
December  12 oTevet 3o Jews around 
the 
world 
will participate in the feast. 
The celebration was 
initiated in 165 B.C. by 
Jewish patriot 
Judas  Maccabeus, his brothers, 
and elders of the 





 new altar 
In the temple in Jerusalem. 
some




tiochus Epiphanes erected an idol in the 
tem-
ple and 
used  the altar to render sacrifices oind 




 as Ba'al Shamayin. 
ALTAR DESTROYED 




 revolt, Judas 
Maccabeus ordered the defiled altar destroyed 
and 
the temple 
cleansed.  A 
new 
altar was 
constructed and dedicated. 
The dedication of the
 altar lasted eight days 
and was marked with jubilant psalms
 and 
sacrifices.
 Symbol of the dedication  
was  the 
kindling
 anew of 




In addition to the temple lights, each Jewish 
home displayed lamps. 
Many times,




lamps for each member
 of the household. 
The purpose of the lamps was not to illumi-
nate inside but 
outside.
 This prompted some of 
the 
Jewish
 faithful to place 
their lamps in 
doorways. Work or 
reading  






The  Jews had two 
methods of lamp 
display. 
The first, espoused by the 
traditioinalist Sham-
inaites, was to 
display eight 
lamps  the first 
day of Chanuka
 and decrease the
 number of 
lights
 each day. The Hillelites started
 with one 
light on Kislev 
25 and eight lights on Tevet
 
3, the




However.  some 
historians 
trace the origins 
of the Kislev 25 





 to legend, 
Nehemiah, rebuilder of 
Jerusalem,
 is said 
to 
have
 established a similar
 day of celebration 
on the same 
date,  and more 
recently  Jews had 
celebrated 
Kislev 25 as a 
winter  solstice 
feast.  
jesephus
 recalls the 




Chanukah  lights 













as well as 
those who are present at the 
light-
ing 
are  obliged to 
repeat
 the benediction, 
-Blessed be the 
Lord
 our God, King of the 
Universe. 
who has sanctified us 
by Thy corn-







was  forbidden by 
the  glow of 
the
 Chanuka lamps, Jewish families
 devised 
riddles and games to pass the 
time. Some of 
the more conservative sects
 used the time 
for atonement
 and prayer. 
Chanuka is mentioned in the New Testa-





Campesino, a bilingual 
theater c  
patty, will present "The 
Shrunken 
Head
 of Poncho Villa" ill-
morrow 
night at 8 in 
Morris
 Dailey 




 play, written by a former 
5.114
 student, Luis Valde7., is al  I a 













 wave ridge along 
West Coast 
imminent  In   approach 
of strong vorticity impulse
 from the 
rent nil Pacific on Saturday. For 
those
 of you who are, if you'll 
par-
don the expression 
op
 there in 
Sac-













Students  for a Democratic 
Society (SDS) charged 
up
 the stairs of the College 
Union following a brief rally at noon yesterday.
 They 




proceeded to block 
the entrances of the Loma 
Prieta 

















visit  the SJS campus 
Mon-
day to 
meet with administrators, fac-
ulty, and 
students. 
Despite SJS' recent statewide head-
lines 
regarding  the organization 
of a 
"gay" club on campus,
 Dumke's visit 
has 
been scheduled for 
some time, and 
is nothing
 more than 




made as a 
part
















. . . 
Chancellor
 
puses at least once during 













cludes any lengthy 






















 director James 
Noah
 
describes  as 











 Acting Piesident 
Hobert  
Burns,  discussions 
with admin. 
istrative staff and a press conference 
for local 





will meet with student 
leaders,
 heads 
of faculty organizations, the College 
Advisory  Board, the administrative 
staff and the staff counsel. 
And in his "spare time," the Chan-
cellor will look in 
on the 
Academic 
Council meeting and 
participate  in the 
Student 
Council 

















approved  their 



































































 Other staff 
as-







































He will conclude his day's activities
 
by attending 
the  6:30 Dedication Ban-
quet in the













By CRAW TURNER soul 
.IA's' GREENAN 
Daily Staff Writers 
Student dernonstrato,rs faced indus-
trial recruiters yesterday in a tension -
filled two and 





















S  Hose 
down the 
.  , . I oni. Imo 
promii,I
 n. if 






radicals  posted themselves 
in front of the main 
entrance  to the 
Loma 
Prieta
 Room, where some 50 cor-
porations set 
up




chief  Ernest Quin-
ton entered Kaiser 
Hospital  last night 








and  resisting arrest against
 
student Danny 
O'Neal.  According to 
Dr. 
Dusel, O'Neal kicked
 Quinton in 
the abdomen when the security 
officer 
was 






the demonstrator and 
a re-
cruiter. O'Neal fled when Quinton at-
tempted to 
arrest  him. 
Dr. Maisel said the recruiters 
will  re-
turn today, and San Jose police will 
be on 
standby.  When demonstrators 










Room of the 
















 were chanting: 
"Off recruiters! 




to the third 




 a 12:30 rally
 on the west side
 
of the building. 
At the same
 time, the 
Worker -Stu-
dent
 Alliance oWSA) 
faction of SDS 
held 





broke  out between 
dem-
onstrators and 
students  trying to en -
"The groups of 
students who dis-
rupted


























government.  . . . 
"As
 a result of 
the deliberate
 vio-






dents  who 
disrupted  
















































































































































































































































































































































 to leave, but they 
should  be 
implementing
 progiams to help op-
pressed
 people all over the
 world. Until 
they do,
 these things 




 (New York Gov.
 Nelson) 
Rockefeller
 said the other 
day,







 them  more 
guns.  That's 
symptomatic of the 
neanderthal  think-


















confusion  outside 
the doors of 
the  Loma 
Prieta  Room 
was nearly 
matched by 












at 2 p.m. there
 were no 
more
 than a handful 
of







 else to do, 
stood around 
with  hands in their 
pock-
ets 
discussing "what right 
a vocal, and 
sometimes
 violent, 
minority  had to 
keep 
other  students from 
interviewing."
 
A group of demonstrators
 tried to 
force open a door
 at the far end of 








 of the door" was the name 
of the game, and 
when  a campus offi-
cer handcuffed the two doors together, 
the battle
 was won by the security 
force. 
The result- no one 
could get in or 
out. 
Demonstrators
 blocking the main 
doorway





 are going to find themselves 
on "candid camera." A photographer 
from the security  staff was dutifully 
recording any and all incidents on cel-
luloid for future -reference."
 
By 2:30, "the establishment" had
 
learned to play the 
demonstrators' 
game. An 
"underground  railway" 
had 




 smuggled up a back stair-
way from the cafeteria 
below.  
After what seemed like an eternity, 
hut in actuality was less than two 
hours. -the first team." the San Jose 
Police  plainclothesmen, marched  
single 
file 






































 Rich Van 
Winkle
 summed




















































































































































































































































 they are 
!mortal 
womnils
 to the image  
of the 
cause
 for which they are 
used.  
The 




f non the war morator.   
effort- of the
 past two months. The 
Stuthnt 





















































































































































amount  to 
full coverage
 in the 
Spartan  
Daily. 














today  in f   
nting 
yet more
 violence_ the 
only  purpose it 
will serve is 
to
 possibly bring more 
re-
pressive measures to bear against 
the 
California
 educational system. 
















































there is a 
pleasure 
in




 of an 




















 he read them 
to us with tears 
flowing down 




social  and 
spiritual
 value in his vision
 
of life. in 
his love of lie, that most 
of
 us are 
insensu e to. Can 
such vision be pre -
assessed in dollars? Isn't
 it probable that there 
are great
 thinkers who are not 
famous 
and 
dead, like Thomas, 
Frost,  and Eliot? 








in order to dehumanize parts of our
 conscious-
ness gets a steady high
 wage, while a poet 
gets nothing from anyone. 
Probably  because 
a Tioet is dangerous: 
He
 threatens to waken 
our sleep -walking minds to the world around 




Fact is that current standards in America 





love's wisdom through poetry. 





 us with a few voices that 
try 
to cut through all the gloom 















 87,000 to 










have at San Jose State. 
But what can we expect 
from
 a 
school  that 
would 





 to be student 








































































































ill  Sall 
Francisco  as 
numbering  
100,000.  And 
we
 were 
unaware that we had 
photographed 
"the 
grimiest, most radical group." 
We do 




opinion is healthy 
and  that the 
proper task of the news media is to 
give the 
public facts from which
 it can exercise its own 
intellect in making evaluations. 







To the 31embers of Student Council: 
As concerned 
students at San Jose State, 
we think there is a definite need for more in-
formation
 concerning the allocation of student 
funds. Few students 
know
 where the money 
paid 
each  semester goes. They are given
 only 
a small card indicating the 
general breakdown 
of the 
funds:  Materials and Service Fee- 
-$51;  
Student Association$10;
 College Union Fee 
--$9. 
We suggest the
 inclusion of the
 burget of 
the 
Associated  Students into
 the yearly cata-
logue  would provide 
each student with
 an easy 
access to this 
information. 
Also,  we would  like
 
to
 see in the 
Spartan
 Daily more 
detailed ex-
planations  of 
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small  elite group 
of men 
decided  what you
 would 




Best  People 
By DA % ID PALMER 
Yon meet the best people hitch hiking! 




 worth it to meet the one who stops. 
XX hat is sour first thought about hitch 
hiker,.?  
Danger, maybe? 
Perhaps v on have already secretly. told 
yourself. "I 
never  pick tip hitch hikers." 
Negative 




A great many people
 seldom even con-
sider the 
matter
 and %Olen they do their 
common
 logo' is 
something  like 
this. "I 
could gel shot or robbed or raped. I don't 
hime
 the
 time. Or, if 
these %sere 
worth anything, they would hase a ear or 
enough  1,- to take the 
hills
 or the 
At St. James Park I asked Da
 
id Del-






hitch  hike. 
"It seas nal,- said 
Delaney  who added 
that he had lawn thumbing ar llllll d the 
world slime 1941. "You could go down to 
a warehouse, load a truck.
 and go any-
where.
 Before 1947 you could catch a ride 
with any truck driver,. hut 
then the in-
surance romp,   -s wrecked it. 
VUlien the 
riders were in trucks, s  times there 
would happen i0 he 44'61 len IS. Thi hitch 
hikers could sue the trucking firms and 
collect
 damages. To alleviate 
the  problem, 
they alleviated the hitch hikers. 
With people in aid  biles. he ex-
plained a different change  "You walk up 
1/1411/1C 0111 file 
street  and say hello. What 
do
 they do? They think you are trying to 
bum thtin or take ttttt ney from them." 
"Pm from the old sel  1 that likes to say 
hello  to people. But people are suspicious. 
Alistrust and fear is weeding out friend-





















Fear and how it had built tip. 
After looking throngh tlu Reader's 
Guide  from 1940
 to 
1062,  I found  eight 
articles (Ill Midi hiking. The tides of 
seven  
were: -Thi Hiker Had a Gun. 
"Stranger in the Car."' "'The Hitch Hiker 
You Piek t p May Dangerous." "Don't 
















"We Saw .1merioa 
on
 $20,"  was the 
eighth article. Now the point is 
not  nec-
essarily  that picking up hitch hikers is 
dangerous.
 lout rather that the press might 
give that impression. shire









lllll  ober of automobile 
deathy to the number of people lllll rdered 
b% hitch






germot than stopping for someone. hitch 
hiking murders sell a lot more 
newspapers  
than trail' deaths. 'limn. is. just nt.  nit  
danger of getting robbed, or shot by walk-
ing down the street. 
V hat's hitch hiking like today? 
\l 
ell. you can still travel 
successfully
 
since rides are still availabh from a small 
group of humans. 
Yes, hitch hikers still get rides.
 
It is an odd breed of humans who  bother 
themselves 
enough
 to extend a ride. Most 
likely. the great majority are individuals 
who have hitch hiked themselves. They too 
have waited on some desolate corner 
watching the herd of drivers 
swish  by, not 
even thinking past the empty seat next. 
In 
them. 
Others may stop because they are lomIy, 
or curious, or want excitement, or he -
cause they hope they Call arrest you. 
The police. of course_ are as familiar to 
hitch hikers as the road on which
 they 
stand, I, sually, the rontine is something 
like, "Let's see your 
(Iris 
ens license," or 
nimhe, "Stand up against the 
car Iwhile 




ing is not 





 should be 
aware of 
a number of facts:
 no hitch hiking on the 
freeway and no hitch hiking on the
 road-
way. hitch hikers have no particular legal 
rights,
 two is the hest situation, it is easier 
if there is a boy and a girl, night is 
a bad 
time 




 is a good chance for 
a ride, so long as there is 
traffic, and most 
important:
 positive thinking 
helps. 




it is an economical way 
to travel and an easy way 
to meet good 
people. Anyone who has the heart to stop 
is a good person. 
l7nfortunately,  many 
people
 never hitch 
hike 
because they mver 
need to. Many 
people never 
hitch  hike because
 they are 
just afraid of 





 of them getting
 in. 
What  will 
the future 
be like 








can  hope 
is, 
"What  a 




























































 2 and 9:30 p.m

































II. I:1.1 NN I.FORD
 
I come to college
 tnm 
git  tthicated 
and 
that some 




 off on ibis 10%4
-Towered  
brain. Ntl% I 









 hether it has 
rubbed
 off or not is 
deck:01111e,  but there 
is a der   doubt in this 
10%%-mmered 
 I as to how 
high Om power is in 
tIss 
high-powered anthors.
 This is 4.specially 
true
 of some 
Ilw sitiepo,rtlly
 
(Tell  authors of the 18th 
sliiels I 
recently come across 
in an  Enigl 141 
III,'. 
ci 
course. S  





telling ilow poor Claris,..
 
liar; the screws - 
put to 
her all 
through  the novel 
and just 
because she is 
so pun' and just and 
kind. 






that ain't believable is as 
folios.  s: Claris,y 
has just been ras i-lied by a low-down rak,. 
and this rake 
is
 chiirti'll thoughts about a 
re -rim and corners
 Clarissy. Noss Clarissy 
all through the nosel is picturt,I
 deli 
cam as a flinier and !WWI' dill 
uuiu 
harder 
work than lifCti chicken
 eggs out of  a bas-
ket. And added to this CI:miss% has a 





 excited. Now as this rake 
is 
e lllll "ii toward Clarissy agit:
 she pulls out 
a pen knife and 
threatens  
to do herself 
in, and the rake flings
 himself to the other 
sale of the room 
and  pleads for her not 
to. 
Now  I ask you if 
Iiiis believable? 
Aside from the
 fact that In 
er lifted 
anything
 heavier than 










how  hung would 
a 
pen  knife 
have










Now toward  the








menged  by 
Clarissy's 
cousin, Col  I 
Nlortlin. Now 




 the novel 
but  toward the 
end  
he emerges




 rake who is 
also  an expert 
rapeer fighter.
 OW this rake
 claims to 
Its% I` I  Ireds
 of poor souls
 died because 
of his rapeer 
and  so he and 
the colonel 
meet  with the 
rake
 experen to 
have an-
other 
poor soul to 














novel  is 'Tristram 
Shande
 by Lorence




 as any 
nmel





 with the 
entl'n  of the 
novel  
five  years 
before
 the Ingin'ti




 of the 
novel.  Now 
aside from 
the  fact that 
this  novel is 
plain  
filthy in lots 






 a ministtr 
named 
Tristram  
Shander.  Now 
Tristrani's 
fattier is 















Now  my 
palmy
 taught 






world and the one.
 born 
willi  a 
silver
 

















































that  ears 
is the 














is_  an the 
harder 
it was to 
outsmart  
him,



















































places in the 




















































































































 how wide 
winder  
ledges 














 to TV 
Star












Olsen  had a taste of 
TV
 stardom 








Gulden Dolphin an 
oceano-
graphic 
vessel  for ABC Marine 
World
 in Redwood  City -on
 a 
collection voyage to Guadalupe 











The journey was part of a 
film  
shooting expedition 
for the "Wild 
Kingdom" TV series, a feature 
depicting a typical collection trip 
with Marine World personnel. 
Olsen, the 23 -year -old son of 
Dr. and Mt s. iti,bert W. Olsen 
of San Jose, has been working 




 of his studies in 
marine zoology and made the trip 




During filming Olsen spent 
most of 
his time 
scouring  the 
beach for specimens, but on one 
occasion his biological experience
 
was used in another direction. 
At 
(me  stage when he 
was  busy 




 of mammals, 
was on camera loading a 1,000 -
pound elephant seal onto the  
boat.
 
Some problems arose as the 
WHALE OF A SEALGraduate
 student John Olsen, right, 
helps Marine 
World  crew herd their catch. The men shouted 









Milo  vessel 
to





 ton. The huge
 mammal 
responded  by 
sinking  its 
teeth
 





 to put 
Stafford  out 
of 
action for the 




 who is 
similar to Stafford in 
height  and 
weight,  was a natural substitute. 
'They called me in from 
the 
beach and
 told me to take over," 
he said. 
"I had to re-enact the seal 
loading and 
unloading  fro:n the 
beach to the boat









hearse the scene 
several  times to 
get it just right." 
Olsen
 made another trip 
with  
the Golden Dolphin 
last week but 
he 
had no worries 
about facing 
any more cameras. 




 personnel in the 
actual  capture of a giant mam-
nod a 15 -foot elephant seal. 







Olsen's main ambition is to 
become a marine biologist, an 
objective naturally influenced by 
his current 
practical experience. 
and waved sticks in an effort to direct the giant seal towards 



















































































































































































Gene,a to  
San Francisco 


























Tito California State 
Colleges  
1600 Holloway Asennr 
San 
Francisco,  California 
91132  
14151 469.1044 
who isn't a peon or a general,"
 
he said facetiously. 
Borges has always written in 
the short literary form. He 
doesn't believe in the novel
 and 
refers to it as "as hazy to the 
writer as 
to the reader." 
When Borges became totally 
blind in 1955, his short forms be-
gan to be even shorter so they 
could be 
dictated
 mote easily. 
"He doesn't think of 
himself its a 
blind man," Dr. Regan com-
mented. 
Borges, who shared the 1961 
Formentor Prize with Samuel
 
Beckett, is 
"terribly  intelligent, 
but never makes the reader feel 
uncomfortable," according to Dr. 
Regan. "He is demanding because 
he is essentially a poet 
using 
philosophical  ideas in a very 
ironic and subtle style. His con-
cern is always with esthetics,
 the 




In reference to a poem 
titled  
"The Tiger," Dr. 
Regan  ex-
plained how 
Borges  is always try-
ing to capture 
the tiger but the 
tiger is always













philosophical  ideals 
are 





that  makes 
13(
 


















his favorite device of combining 
imaginery )ind real people in the 
same story. 
"He may 
use a real author in 
a 
fictional  work or will footnote 
a non-existent fictional 
author  in 
one of his stories,- Dr. Regan 
explained, "He does play games 
with you. 
He'll  say his writing 
is visual on one
 page and deny 
it on the 
next." 
ULTIMATE 
The Buenos Aites born author 




more  concerned with 
meaning although he knows 
his  
search for it is useless. To him, 
language, theology aand philoso-









verse delights Borges 
although  
order does not exist
 for him. He 
sees life as absurd but great
 fun 
if he can keep asking. His writ-
ings are questions of time, real-
ity and the world, and none of 
his questions of reality are cer-
tain." 
Borges works usually stress the 
great
 sense of death and 
horror, 
often through his favorite sym-
bol - the labyrinth. 
He also believes that "to be 
aware of time is to be aware of 
death," Dr. Regan stated. 
There is not much social com-
ment in his work and he is skep-
tical about ultimate values and 
reality according
 to Dr. Regan. 
Borges once said that "people too 
sure about reality and them-
















































































and  4. 
Read 

























Sunday  Only 
TUESDAY















































the  College Union should 
no longer















made  in the 
midst 
of a three-day 
career  days 
program now in 
process in the 
College 
Union. 
After lengthy discussion, the 
Board passed a 
resolution  stating: 
The  CUBG temporarily suspends 
the 
allocat ton of space for 
re-
cruiting purposes in the 
College  
Union, 
effective  Sunday, Decem-
ber




ment Director in charge 
of the 
career 
days  program, said that 
65-85 businesses are involved as 
well
 as 
some 3,000 -plus 
students. 
It was noted that
 an immediate 
removal of the program from the 
College Union would create 
chaos.  
The CURG further resolved
 
that a request be made to the 
Administration of SJS to estab-
lish a policy committee concerned 
with  whether or not there should 
be 
recruiting at all on 
the SJS 
campus. 
In other business, the Board 





with the exception of seeing -eye 
dogs. This would not include the 
A.S. area on the Union's third 
level. 
A.S. Government has passed 
a 








Union for its area, and has taken 
under submission 
whether  dogs 
would be allowed. 
The Board heard a report 
from Ron Barrett,
 College Union 
Director, on the Monday night 
dedication ceremonies. It was 
brought out that California State 
College Chancellor Glenn S. Dum-
ke would be present at the din-
ner, but would not 
take
 an 
active part in the dedication itself. 
The CUBG 
also
 sent a recom-
mendation to the Spartan Shops 
N E W B o a r d ,
 asking 
it to consider con- tit 
veiling
 the old faculty cafeteria .* 
into meeting rooms and office 
space with 
special








 City College's annual ,'46 
Christmas 
Art Sale, featuring 1: 
student -created ceramics, paint-
ings, jewelry, sculpture, drawings 
and photographs, will be held in 
the City College student union 
Dec. 17, 18 and 19. 
The Christmas  
Art Sale,  spon-
sored by the SJCC Art Depart-
ment, is open
 to the public with-













tlilt  iiI) 
leach.
 he 













































attempted  to 



























gan is a 
"slick package,
 merchan-




Unruh,  the 
1968 
California 







made  his long 
expected  
announcement



















against  at least 






and  that 
Charles
 H. 
Manson  will be the 




was  the first word 
that 
Manson,
 leader of a 









are blamed t,a the slayings, 

























































 are now 
convinced





























 has been "no
 coverup" 
in the
 case as far
 as Medina 
is 
concerned,

























 r.t. from West 
Coast  
Available flights 
frorn N.Y. Flights 
within 
Europe,
 Israel, & the 
Orient  
For 

















Collating   7 
colors PLUS 
legal and 3 hole 
punch  
extra cost. 100% 
Rag 









ERROR  FREE 
TYPING  SERVICE 
on our new IBM
 MT/ST type-
writer for all your










 San Carlos (between




San Jose  
287-7550 
SJCC Art Sale 
Jet 





LV,  DEC. 19  RTN. 
JAN. 3 
LV. DEC. 20  RTN. JAN. 4 
Spring & Summer 
ilrklirtz*
 






THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN
 TO STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF, 
EMPLOYEES  AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY 
For Reservation
 Information Phone (415) 392-5513
 
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION 
Charter
 Flights 
995 Market St., San Francisco 94103 
Please mail me information 
for flight _ 
Name 
_ -   
Address   
State ___   





























































































































































































































































































































pagne reception with the 
Holi-
day On Ice cast
 ((Miming the 
pet 
romance.  Golden

























and  mail. 
with check





























































































because  there's 
so 
much































































































 -.lime  untowd spare. our basement
 
and 
a fe%% 11111,iriall, 
I good 
or had) mix 
well 
and you 1111111
 III/ y. Oh a jallt OPSO1011. This 






enjoy  ( join










Grateful  Dead (double I.p.) 
Love -Out Here -(double I.p.) 
Rolling Stone
-Let  It Bleed 
Cold Blood 


























 White Wonder -by 












 pot? Is Don
 
Juan in 
Hell  or alive 
and drunk 
in







 9 SAT. 10 
to 6 





















11.  I 
retired in 
1965 
alter 36 yeais f dedicated 
admin-
istrative 
wink  at SJS. This man 
who became known as the "dean 
of deans" will have a 
res:denee 
hall dedicated in his 
name  to-
morrow. 
West Hall, a co-ed dorm. hav-





a year. made the September 









The dedication festivities will 
begin when 
residents of the hall 
will throw streamers out of their 
windows Saturday morning. 
An art show, featuring the 
works of the residents of West 
Hall competing against 
each
 other 
will begin at 4 p
 
tfl. and end at 
5:15 pm. tomrorow. 
The  dedication itself will begin  
at 
4:30  
with  a 
reception in the 
residence hall 
dining  commons, 
in which




Hall are invitNI. 
The dedication dinner, which 





begin at 5:15. in the dining vole-






Scharman, president of 
West  
Hall, will introduce 
the guests. 
West 
will  then tie presented
 
with a dedication plaque. Wist.  














Special presentations will be 
made by Dr.
 William Dusei ex-
ecutive
 vu -c --president.  Dr. Wil-
liam 
Sweeney, professor of ele-
mentary
 education, and Dr. 
Dwight Bentei 
professor
 of jour -
nudism 
and  advertising. Master 
of 
ceremonies
 will 1* Dr. Stanley 




Saturday evening at 9:30. West 
Ilan will have an all college dance 
JOE H. WEST 


























Banner  will 
asoie...  
ity for the busin 
operations  at the 




















temporary  assignmen. 
!, de-
partment's  program budget man -
II.' 




 at the 
Univer-





public administration, public fi-
nancial 
administration, organiza-
tion and management at Ameri-
can 
River College, Sacramento, 
MASC To Hold N 
The Mexican -American  Student 
Confederation (MASC) will hold 
a 
rally today at noon on Seventh 
Street to discuss the 
Huelga  boy -
tint
 
and the rally 
to be held to-
morrow at 11:30 a.m. 
According to 
Henry  Delgactillo, 
rally srolossman, information 
en 
the Chicano picket tConfedera-







































































































ance and real 
estate,  has 
been 
named the 
winner of the 
"Arm-
strong Award" by the 
American 
Institute of 
Real  Estate 
Apprais-





Estate  Boards,  
Dr. Stauss will receive
 a check 
for 
$500  and a plaque 
for his ar-
ticle. "Effect
 of Tax on Yield 
and Value," which appeared in 
the July issue  of 
"The  Appraisal 
Journal." The article was judged 
outstanding by the officials of 
the 
AIREA. 
A member of the SJS faculty 
since 1965,
 Dr. Stauss has held 
many
 elected offices in the 
north-
ern California chapter of the 
AIRF'A. They 
have included being 
named chairman 
of the research 
committee, member of its board 
of directors, and education com-
mittee. 
oon 
Street  Rally 
Community Theater site will be 
given.
 




holding a meeting today in Morris 
Dailey Auditorium from neon to 
1 p.m. All Brown EOP 
students
 
must attend, said Sam Sanchez, 













In an effort to 
build up - 
 t 
wo-
men!:  morale during
 Cht  isonas 
season, SJS' 












Booths  for this 










lit  St. 247-0463  








2 p.m. These 
booths will function 
as a 
registration point for SJS 








relatives or loved -
ones in the service
 stationed out-
side the Continental
 United States 
'including Alaska
 and Hawaii). 
After registration, they will he 
a
-jowl
 a time 







Room  in the Col-
-  























































































 It really 
aists
 









are ton expensive 
for the 
or Unary serviceman, 
this gives 
him an opportunity to hear the 
voices of the ones he loves. It is 
also more lasting
 since it can be 
replayed  through the 
year." 
A Vietnam veteran stated 
that 
when he was  overseas, he and 
his wife corresponded by tapes 
and letters
 and he 
preferred  the 









made  his family 
seem much 
closer 
and  it helped 
boost his 
morale  knowing 

















































group  is to 
provide 
high  schools 
with 
information















































San  Jose; 
for




would  be glad 
all over. 











Studies  will be 
host 
for
 a Black 
Forum of 
faculty  and 
students







cators  ICAAAE1 
today and to-
morrow 







San  Fernando. 
Participants
 in the Black For-
um 





UC Berkeley, Stanford. 
San
 Francisco State. 
Merritt  and 
Laney Junior 
Colleges  in Oak-
land,
 San 









the forum, in 
which  participating 
professors














































The  charge 
is 






































































































































campaign,  which 
will con-
tinue 
until  June. 
Included in the 
activities  are 
fool sales, raffles,
 plays by the 
Black Studies 
students,  dances, 
talent shows




explained that this campaign was 




 can be. left with 
the 
students at the booth beginning 
Monday or at the Black 
Studies
 
office at Fifth and




faculty  and 
students 
of






 to Dr. Jeffries, 
those involved in the sessions will 


















 is the deadline for 
sign-
ups for San Jose State's 
first 
All Campus
 Gaines Tournament, 
featuring
 bow I in g, 
billiards, 
bridge, table tennis,
 and chess, 
which 
will  be held in the 
College  
Union Dec. 












 of each class 
going





Tournament  in 
February. 
Master chess
 players, and howl.
 
era who are










 fee (per person. per 
events is required to cover the 
costs of the campus 
tournament  
and travel expenses for class 
winners. 
All those who plan to partici-
pate must attend an 
organiza-
tional
 meeting in the Umunhum 
Room of the College Union on 
Wednesday.  Dec. 10.
 
Entry forms 
are available at 
the College Union Games Area 
desk, and entry 
fees must be paid 
by Dec. 10. 





Operation SHARE is 
having a 
car wash Saturday 
at Karl's 
Shell Service 
Station, 11th and 
Santa Clara, 
to




 owners can 
get 
a $1 wash 
job anytime between 




are also planning a 
Christmas  




held in Grace Baptist 
Church, 10th and San Fernando 
streets, on Dec. 12, from 








WASHINGTON  Api 
-- The 
Nixon administration urged Con-
gress Wednesday to repeal a law 
that authorized the government
 
to round up subversives and 
place 
them in detention camps. 
It noted 
the  statute has long 
been
 repugnant to Japanese
-
Americans,  some of whom 
were 
detained  during 
World
 War II, 
and has now raised






















they may be 





































































known as the McCar-
ran  act, 
enacted
 during 
the  peri.s1 
when the 
late Sen. Joseph Me -





attacking  alleged 










































































 of Chi 
Omega sorority from 
San Luis 
Obispo, to Lee 
Brock,  sen or pre-
med major 
and  member 
of
 Phi 





























































 & 11 









































annbersary  I .1 the 
Japanese
 1)0.111.1'1g






Dully' staff Writer 
"War strut k suddenly 
and  with-
out warning 
from  the sky. and sea 
on that 
fatt
 ful Sunday morning 
in 1941. as the Japanese 
invaded  
the Hawaiian islands." reimIls 





professor of military science 
at 
Major Goo. although five years 
old 
at the time, remembers that 
Sunday 
well. 
"I was helping 







Lieurance, coordinator of 
the California State 
College  Stu-
dent Presidents Association CS-
CSPA), has announced the open-
ing of research director position 
for the organization.
 
Lieurance added that he is in-
terested  





study position. Duties entail aca-
demic 
government  research and 
the development of the student 
service
 project. 
Further information may be 
obtained by contacting Steve 









































































on, hut then, 
it was 
very 





about  Pearl 
Harbor  while I was 
serving my 




























































Mest  ot 
agreed 





were  over there, 
after all. 
Willi  to protect a way of life that 
would
 permit just 
that  kind of 
dissidence! 






talion. My Oriental descent 
(Chinese)
 helped me to 
lie-torne  
closer
 to the Vietnamese and in  
a better position to help them. I 



















has  a 
built-in
 



























































 hack into 
a teaching 
position. That 
way,  he will be 
fulfilling
 his 










ending  the 
interview,  Goo 
mentioned that 
there are a lot of 
five -year









 the story of 































 bencfit dance 
tonight  






 Tree of 
Life and 
Sunrise 
will  play for 
the 
benefit.  
Proceeds  will go 
to a film 
and  







DAMASCUS  2" ... 
Beige






















in a noon 
rally. 
Carrying signs and 
distramting  
leaflets, partieqoults
 urged the 














jacked to Datnascus last August. 




















ust 29, and ordered 
it to Damas-
cus, where 
the plane was de-
stroyed










 the rest of the 
107 p:IS.:(11.
 





hind as the 













 Ci, n g r ess 
charged
 that efforts 
to free the 
"Damascus





tions has been futile. It 
added.  
"the  fate of the 
two  Israelis 
and 
the fate 













action  by 
the civil 
avia-




 gift assortment 
for me and women 
 Ohl 
GTO, 





























































tonight  at 
Jonah's Wail at 
10th 












 will be 
shown  at 
9 p.m. and again 
at 11 p.m. 
Rev  
florh also noted 
that  the 


































table  in 
front  of 

































































































Friday and Saturday, 
Wilson 
found  morale to be high. 










 rnd plumb 
els have also joined 



































 will be 
greatly 
appreciated
 and sent 
di -
it, .ly to 
the  American 
Indian . 




































































































































































































a member of 
India's 
parliament,
















Similar Patel. Ile 
will be 

































 bridal sets  from 
$100 
rings 
may  be 
purchased
 separately 
91 SOUTH FIRST 
ST. 































credit on loans, 
thou-





 for help 
in 
financing  their 
educations.  
Part of the
 answer may be 
found in 
knowing where
 to look - 
and it can 
help, in some 
instances,
 












 from Seattle. 
Accw ding to Dave Dunn, 
ex-
ecutive director of Scholarship 
Search.
 "Millions of dollars worth 
of scholarships, Fellowships, 
grants and student loans of all 
types go begging each year." 




New  York uses the com-
puter to 
match  college students 
with varied student




 often -neglected fi-
nancial 
rewards that are 
avail-
able, for example, at the Univer-
















 annually, to students
 who 
have participated in 

























the Civil War, 
or
 ara 
direct  descendants 
of World Wai 
1 veterans.




ficiency in voice 
or on the organ.
 
has 




dustry; majors in 
pottery';  
a career in the field 
of game an,' 




work er has served as an ass,, -
tan in the 
college  dining room, 
Iv-
or she is eligible for aid. 
The list is endless.





al'e based 011 ethnic backgrounds 















aneestry  who 
will 
Include  

















































































millions  of dollars 
in 
financial





tion.  Once utilized, such 
financial  
aid tray help prevent students 











London. return f. 
Anniterdani 
4139
 from I.A. 9-1-1970
 










:cis! 1 studies 
ask 
for 11111r kw priced courses 
Phone 
(213)  274,0729 
or
 mail 

















December  7 
AAI. \1101iNI:\I; :,1-.\11\ 511 
"Seals and 
Trumpets"
 !:trdv of the 
11.
 1. mIt 
11z,lation  








TRI-C BLDG., 3rd 
& San Antonio) 
DEL 
1:1  1 
I 
11:IST11 























of the best 
selling casuals







 soles. In sand shag. 
$15.95. 




















SHOE SHOP  
























Evening  of 
Christmas  
Music.
 ' at 

























Singers, and the 
combined  glee 
clubs. 
Adm.













































































ard. sopranos: and 

























with  nitkkrn  
)lot's.  






 will he 
.,,Idcd












 will be sung by the corn-
int.]  glee clubs. 
"What





Walton,  will 
conclude
 
rue concert. which 















opartment and the Associated 
WHERE  CAN YOU 































 offers you tile 








































 of 'The 
Visit.'
 There are 






at $1 for students (wiih a student body card) 
and 
$2 
for  the public. Performances
 are this 
weekend 
and  Wednesday through Saturday 
of next









 Minorities Writer 
". . . Wins cheers . 
. . makes 
even 'scab'
 sound lyrical. . 
. . 
When 
it comes to political 
drama,  
there  is 
no substitute for the real 
thing  . 
. 
That came 
from  The 
New  York 
Times
 review on El Teatro 
Cam-
pesino and without
 a doubt any -
who 
a,





 one" from the 
North Pole this year will 















































































3rd  & 4th 
STS. 





torium will think similarly. 
"It's vital, earthy and vividly 
alive theater." 
says Ralph Glea-
son, San Francisco Chronicle. 
"The Shrunken Head of Poncho 
Villa" is SD vividly portrayed that 
Chicanos feel like they're 
looking
 
into their own kitchen, a kitchen 
in the Chicano barrio. 
There's
 papa Pedro who dreams 
about the time 
he rode with 
Pancho 
Villa, a Chicano








Mingo, a brother 
returned  from 
Vietnam 






Jcaquin is the 
rebel,  the pa -
e'



















 have a 
boy-
friend.  
And there's the head. 
That's  
what I said. The head 
is the old-
est 








this  three -act 
As 
the play progresses
 the head 
a 
marijuano  as 
Joaquin 
  s'irinks antl
 grows old. The 
-71
 P I le 
\e searmt 
f 2877 Calilornia, 
San  
5ranCliC0  
lila Cell Di% 1,4111114'0 & Broderick 
1 Ihroeing. f  1. 
 
& enlerlainmi lit 
I 




For aim,. information 
II 
3111-1;o3 
head reflects the poverty, hunger, 
the survival of the family.
 
In Act I the relationship 
be-
tween the family
 members is es-
tablished. Although to the rest 
of the family Papa Pedro is a 
vejo loco 'crazy 
old man) to 
Joaquin he is a part of the old 
revolutionary spirit of Poncho 
Villa. Joaquin hates the gavacho 
and ridicules his 
brother
 Mingo 
for playing the white man's role. 
Throughout the play the head 
becomes to each member of the 
family a symbolism
 of their fate 
and their role in the Chicano 
barrio. 
The head almost convinces 
Joaquin that he is Poncho Villa. 
He is calling for
 another revolu-
tion of the Chicanos. 
To Lupe he becomes the op-
pressive symbol of her ties to 
the Chicano 
way of life, a humble 
nonexistent person
 tied to the 
strings of the kitchen and to feed-




The  backward 
revolutionary ideas of the Chi-






feels he must join 
the white so-
ciety to get ahead. 
Mama Cruz (cross) remains 
passive
 but fixed against any 
harm coining to the head. 
The last scene brings together 
and gives the answer to all the 
questions 
for those of yott thea-
ter goers who hate thoughtful 
and unanswered endings. 
The actors don't play a part, 
they live 
it. "They do everything 
sing, 
polemicize, satirize  
with a direct, nearly primitive 
gusto." 'Winfred  Blevins, Los 













552 S. BASCOM 
SAN JOSE 
 295-7238 




























I  CO-Hli  
"LOVES OF A BLONDE" 
TOWNE  THEATRE 
1433 THE ALAMEDA 
SAN 
JOSE  297-3060 
  CONTINUOUS





















































people  are 





















that  the 
concert






 But the 
incredible dream 
of all rock 
fans
 
has become a 
reality.  
According  to 
the  San Jose 
Switchboard




a.m,  until dark. A road-
block will be set 
up









The directions most commonly 
given
 on how to get to the Race-
way are: go 
north on Highway 
101 to Highway 121 and
 on to 
the junction of Highway 37 where 
the Raceway is located. It's about 
25 miles north of San Francisco. 
KSAN disc jockey, Bob McClay, 
told me on the phone that be-
cause of the enormous crowd 
and 
traffic he would advise people to 
go up the other side of the
 Bay 
by Oakland and Berkeley, and 
through  
Vallejo.  
One problem is the limited 
parking facilities. If the concert 
does become "another 
Wood-




Dodair  Joseph, who works at 
the 





as possible go in 
each car. She describes the 
Race-
way
 as "a little out 
of the way, 
and
 up in the 
country."  
Along with the
 Stones, she said, 
will













"unconventional,"  "un 
usual" 
























Thursday, Dec. 10 and 11,
 at 8 
p.m. in Concert Hall. 



















to be followed 
during 











will be a 






















The title of the
 concert is based 
on 
the Don Piestrup chart, 
"Good-
bye Yesterday, 
which  will be per-
formed 




event  is 
sponsored
 by the 





Admission  is 
free  
and Ihe public is invited. 
Ali 
Akbar 















Beatles  who 





Their  tour 
of






































 (a total 
of 32,000 , 
id 
out 
the  day 















a result one of the 
largest crowds 
In 
California's  history 
may gath-
er. Some
 of the more liberal es-
timates claim 500,000
 may show 
Up, Rumors are that 
Haskell 
Wezler, the producer of "Medium 
Cool," will film the day's occur -
minces. 
Some 
people speculate that the 
reason Searspoint Raceway was 
selected as the site, ever Golden 
Gate Park and 
more  accessible 
locations,
 is that it might keep 
the crowd size down. I doubt
 it. 
Even if Alcatraz 
















Food  to 
Go 
72 E. 














































THRU THURSDAY 6-11 
P.M. 
FRIDAY AND
 SATURDAY 6-2 A.M.
 





































 Stadium to de-
cide 
the  National 
Collegiate  Ath-
letic Association (NCAA) soccer 
championship.  
The Dons and Billikens, ranked 
No. 3 and No. 1 nationally, scored 
one-point victories in Thursday's 
NCAA 









ing its second 
NCAA
 crown, hav-
ing won in 1966,
 while the
 unde-
feated Billikens (12-01 try to 




Dons made an 
early  first 
quarter Ted Psaras goal stand 
up for the game's duration in 
handing 
1968  co-titlist Maryland 
a 1-0 defeat in Thursday's second 
semi-final tilt. 
The shutout was 
the  first suf-
fered by the Terrapins in four 
years and the Don goal was only 




USF parlayed a stubborn de -
tense with an outstanding offen-
sive performance by All-Ameri-
can candidate Hans Friessen in 
registering
 the victory. Friessen 
accounted for 17 of 28 shots-at -
goal. Maryland 
had 14 attempts. 
The Terrapins'
 final effort at 
tying the game occured  with 3:02 
remaining when MU had two suc-
cessive
 
shots  go astray following 
a corner kick. 
St. Louis earned its final berth 
when junior center-forward Al 
Trost shot a hard six-yard goal 



















with  just 1:58 riatiainaig 
in the 
game. The goal was Trost's 
10th 
of the season,  high for the Billi-
kens. 
SLU opened the scoring 
in the 





Crimsons were in 






 slicing his 





point scored on the Crimson in 
14 
previous games. It was See-
rey's sixth of the season. 
But the
 Eastern champions 
surged back and knotted the 
game at 1-1 
with 7:20 elapsed in 
the second stanza. 
Harvard's  top 




side -left Charlie Thomas took a 
pass from fellow -Gambian Solo-






Copple. It was only the seventh 
point  scored on SLU in 11 pre-
vious outings. 
SLU dominated first half ac-
tion, outshooting Harvard, 14-6. 
Outside -right Jim 
Leeker, irsside-
right
 Seerey and halfback Pat 
Leahy all had 3 shots-at -goal. 
Gomez
 and Thomas  
had 
three 
and two first half Crimson at-
tempts. 
St. Louis' Gene Geimer came 
closest to notching a 
second Bil-
liken point in the first half, but 






later, Jack Galmiche's high loop-
ing 30-yard attempt was tipped 
out by Harvard goalie Bill Myers. 
Neither team 
could mount any 
serious offensive momentum in 
the final two quarters, but the 
Billikens were the most consis-




tained Harvard's high -scoring 
Gooses
 and Thomas, and the 
Crimson came closest when Pete 
Bogovich's 27 -yard 
attempt 
missed the mark. 
St. Louis had a fourth period 
opportunity but 
Seerey couldn't 
find the range when he 
was 
momentarily alone from 10 yards 
out. 
St. Louis had a 27-11 bulge in 
shots -at
-goal.  
The Billikens now stand at 
12-0 on 
the year, while Harvard 
finished its 1969 activity with a 
14-1 mark. SLU is seeking its 
sixth NCAA championship out-
right, having tied for the top spot 









































WHITE  RD. 















make  that rapid 
improvement  will be 
a must 
for the Spartan cagers when they 
tangle with University of Ne-
vada
 (Reno) tonight at 8 o'clock 
on the San Jose Civic Auditorium 
court. 
Following Wednesday night's 
84-72 season -opening 
loss to Stan-
ford, SJS 
will need better per-
formances on both sides of the 
court to beat 
the  Wolfpack. 
The 
Spartans  also will take on 
University of Tulsa Saturday 
night  same time, same court. 
A combination of cold shooting 









Following a season -opening 75-
72 victory over 
Stanford's  frosh, 
the SJS freshman hoop 
squad will 
meet the University
 of Pacific 
frosh tonight at 
Civic  Auditorium 
at 6 o'clock and 






court  at 6. 
Johnny 
Skinner 
scored  21 
points to 
lead
 the frosh 
in their 
first victory,
 hitting on nine




Dave Gainza added 
14 points 
and 











































 to fit 



























Shop Sundays noon to 
5 P.M. 
Fred 





to whip SJS. 
The 
limn
 score wasn't indica-
tive of the way
 the Indians domi-
nated the game, 
but SJS would 
have had a much 
better chance 
to 
win had not 
Stanford  been 
torrid 
from  the 20-foot 
range.  
The 
Spartans  kept the 
contest 
close during the first 10 minutes 




Then  the Indians 
went  on a 
scoring 
sptee which gave 
them  a 
45-28 
halftime lead. Stanford 
upped 
that  margin to 20 
points  
during 
most of the second half 
until the 
final few moments. 




who combined for 50 points, 
the Indians converted a fine 49.3 
per cent of their field goal at-
tempts.
 






a frigid percentagz, but
 one that 
couldn't 
possibly
 produce a vic-
tory 
under  the circumstances. 
Brightest spot for the Spartans 
was  the play i:}f Pat 
Hamm, who 
scored 11 points
 and grabbed 
eight 
rebounds:.  
Coby Dietrick led the SJS scor-
ing with 13 points followed 
by 
Bernie Veasey's 14. 
Die: trick and 
Vemey each snag-
ged eight 
rebounds, enabling the 
Spartans to gain 



























l:add try hosting Uniersity
 of 
















Spartan Gym. Tourney qualifying 
begins at noon, with the
 finals 
:dated




the finals is 
$1. 
New SJS coach Bill Smith's 













 its season 
debut to-
night when
 a nine -man











Figured  to 
have the 




events  are 
Jim  
Turpin
 ( vault 









prove over last year's 11-5-1 
dual  
meet mark while defending their 
Pacific Coast Athletic Association 
Top 
competition will 
abound  in 
Saturday's 
tournament,








champs,  and 
NCAA 
fifth -place 
finisher,  San 
Francisco  
State, 






























































TIME.  OFFER 
RED 
BARN 

















































college  you can't get  into 
without
 a job. 
The college is 
oursWestern Electric's Corporate Education
 
Center in Hopewell, 
New Jersey. 
Like your college, 
ours
 has a campus with dorms, dining halls,
 
labs and a library. Unlike
 yours, you can't get into ours
 without a job. 
A job at Western 
Electric. 
Our students- 




 their skills through 
a variety of courses, 
from 
corporate operations
 to computer 




 and equipment, 









 Western Electric 





New York, New 
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per family at one time.  Clip and present to the RED 
BARN  
at 250





























Aid  to Alcatraz and Toys for 
 - 





 an all -
college street 
dance. Music. pro-
vided by White Rabbit and
 Flash. 
will begin at 9. 
Everyone is asked to 
bring 
something
 for the Indians now 
occupying Alcatraz. The 
Indians
 
need a wide range of items 
in-











Kappa sorority, and the Associ-
ated 
Students, will 
climax  the 
week-long "Swing -a -Then" that 
has collected  toys for orphans in 
the area. 
Police have agreed to block off 
11th




The Associated Students put
 
their support and
 efforts behind 
the  project earlier 
this
 week. AS 
President James 





dents became involved in the 
matter,
 replied, "Alcatraz is 
symptomatic  of the fart that 
stu-
dents











society and  
arc  







 is open to 
the 
vommunity, according to Sigma 












toys as in past years.
 we 
have received many in 
good
 con-
dition, and quite a few
 new items. 
Things seem to 
have  picked up 
yesterday, and of course we 
should make a big haul tonight," 





forts  to set 
up
 five centers
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$295. . 7 -Sept. 3, 8 
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i275. For 


















IDEAL  MATCH, 









7,  'TURDAY, DE-
.  : 
   . FE -$3.00. 
 , 















 p.m., Almaden Room, 
College 
Union.  Guest speaker. 
Ray C. 
Stedman,
 front Palo 
Alt.. 




lamIship  of Jesus Christ 
and
 the Modern Student Commu-
nity." All students welcome. 
TOMORROW 
Anthropology Club,
 10 a.m.. 9. 
meet at social science parking lot 






 Orly $2.25 
B,otI,rs.  Peace Sisters,  













(,TO . F,reslone 4-spd., 
;. '68 Honda 350 
;. 967.1984.  
65 HONDA 5-90, Low mileage. Good 
Dependable, $150. 
Call  
H65 MGB, B. R. Green, Wire 
wheels, 
eii 





322-9058.   
2 79 4, Pod 
Black  
interior,  new tires 
  .,!ler,t Condition, $900 or make 
76 HONDA
 SCRAMBLER 305. 
T 
1n ad hoe committee to ink c-
tigate and make formal plans  ' 
for a campus ecology center has BLOW UP 











:"  ,at to get 
Faculty Liaison Committee of 
SUNPT)OF to 
catch 
the Academic Council. 
According to George Smith. 
committee chairman, recommen-
dations
 will he made on how eco-
logical 
concepts should be incor-
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  C Martin at 
294.4797. 
:65 GTO, 4 spd.-389. HiRise,
 Hci e, 
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be,' fTer. 287.5795. 
pertaining to the
 ecology center. 
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EAR PIERCING - 
FAST - PAIN-
LESS with 


















 4' long - 
$29.95 new. 
Radial  Drill Press, 32" - 






saw  with 1 h.p. 
motor  - complete 
for $60 
new. 292.0409 or 1 
blk. from 
campus et 60 
E.






































 basis. Quick 
deliveries.
 8 -tracks 
recorded. 70 
min. cartridges - 
$3.75.  
Ken - 1021 High 
Rise
 Dorm:


















new.  Best  






 bindings. Kofix 
base,  Combi ski. 
Call Mike 294-4301
 before 7 p.m. Also 
Guitar,   Gibson 10.1 $120.  
BIG 





 feet, Venters 
Wilder-
ness access. 40 acres 
$40,000.
 Write 
P.O. Box 3682 
Carmel,







12, in crepe end lace empire -waist 
bought




SKI BOOTS - 
Buckle,
















HELP WAKED 141 
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper 
sam-








18 fo 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed 
plus 
bonus.









day. Mr. Looney 292-6811._ 
MALE & FEMALE: Full or
 Part-time
 Ice 
Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route. 
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream 











 Dec. 5, Morris 
Dailey Aud. 50c, 7 & 10 p.m.  
SOPHOMORE
 THRU GRADUATE STU-
DENTS - Part-time  
positions available 






research,  sales 
promotion  
:.ms.




all year. If interested, 
call 
collect:  213 793-0621.  











COLLEGE  COUPLES WELCOME,




OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm. 
IC, min. from 
SJS. 2 bdrm. 






















































































liberal, over 21 - 
Call 286-6209
   
251-0295.  
GIRLS  - 
there 
will
 soon be a vacancy
 
in 















roommate for 3 
other
 
girls  in nice 3 
bdrm.
 house 15 
min.  from SJSC 
$46.25 per 
month  plus 
utilities.  Call 
259-0647
















































day  after 3:00. 

















by.  641 
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787-0729.   
NEWLY 
















293-5995.   
FEMALE, 
upper-div,
 student needed to 
share quiet 

























 apt. $65 'mo. 476 S 






ROOMMATE  WANTED 
Grad. or 
adult  to share 2 






WANTED: Small house 
to rent 
near  
campus in valley or' 
in 
bilis.  2 
bdrm. 
251-8236. For working couple.  
APT. FOR RENT. 2 
bdrm.





11th St. $200 e  ii 
m.o. per person. Immediate ay.] , 








We'll Come Down to 
Handle Your Every Need 
Classified Hours: 
rAon.,










LOST AND FOUND 161 
FOUND - 
3V2 mo. Ferrale 
German  













leather p.cse on campus, 
12/1, Reward offered no questions 
asked, Call Carol
 Green 286.2385.  
rott=-Australian
 
Shepard, male,  blue 
grey & white. One blue, ore brown eye. 
Portland tags lost 
10/2.  
Reward. 5 yrs. 
old. 
Call 354-2606.  
LOST: 









MANENTLY,  235 E. 
Soda
 Clara St. Rm. 
 
 . 294.4495.  
VALERIE - YOU 
Are Sweeter Than All 
 - Rowers in 
China.   
CHRIS -- 
.ou
 are a swell guy. Wish. I 
a le r 
you sometime. 
But I can not 
- 
P Irch, I. 
WANTED - 
Management
 Term paper. 








 112 inter-. 
'ine 
term paper. Call 259. 
25'i 
12.3 
p.m. or daily 
8-11 p.m. 
only. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JUNE 
Yo,r 21st finally 
Have a great time,
 your roomies 
SERVICES 
181 
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. At. 





EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose, 
258.4335 143 Bahama Way.
  
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service 
No contract. 
Free





EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Feet.  
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. 
Aslanoan - 298-4104. 
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC. 
Master's - Reports - Dissertations. 





OUTSTANDING TYPING - 
Electric, 









r -  th. 
Call 377-2935.
 




We want your business 364 days  yew. 
 
'S-
 A  s5-732 S. 1st. Open 
I 
. ,,,en days a week. 
GERMAN.ENGLISH Translations 
by 
graduate .  
377-2367.  
TYPING  
- near Westgate 
    
- Electric Typewriter 










 TYPING - ELECTRIC 





 EMBLEMS - Club Ern-
. order. Swiss Loom -Satin 
 r Stitch. 
Embroidery.  1462 
. San Jose. 264.2560.  
PLAYGROUP for
 
preschoolers while you 
attend class. 298.3894
 or 286-1994. 
TRANSPORTATION 191 
JET CHARTERS to Europe 
for  summer, 
book 
early!





















 Send in handy order 
blank  
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Make 
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BY RYAN REINHOLD 
. ONCE 
UPON  A 
TIME  in a tiny resort, villagers
 lived 




tidelands.  Hunters came to stalk 
the 
SEE 
PAGE  4 
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 in its second edition, 
takes a look 
at what faces our
 nation and world in the
 form of 
crises.
 
Probably  the biggest problem 
we
 foresee in the 
next decade is 
conservation  of our natural 
resources.
 
And at the top of this 
issue  is pollution. Ryan 
Reinhold,  in his story of Drawbridge, reveals just one 
of the many 
tragedies  society has brought about by 
ignoring  this "dragon" of pollution. 
4( 4( 4( 
In a 
similar light of 
conservation,  we find
 the 
human race, 
unknowingly,  is 
poisoning itself. 
Whether it be 
cigarettes,  insecticides,
 or food addi-
tives, the danger is 
great.  Ken Alford researches
 the 
latest  explosion of 
cyclamates, the 
sugar substitute in 
most diet
 drinks and 
dietetic  foods. The
 question is, 
how 
valid are the 
test results, 




4( 4( 4( 
On the subject of food, Marc Hurst's guest article 
warns NOW readers that college students eat too 
much! This is probably true of most Americans who 
can afford it. However, there is hope for us all as 
Hurst explains
 the natural food concept of the Yoga 
practitioners. 
4( 4( 4( 
An 
interview  with Dick Gregory was scheduled for
 
this issue. 
However,  Donna Abernathy went through 
the "perils of 
Pauline"  trying to schedule an interview 
time. One sprained ankle and cracked 
skull later, Miss 
Abernathy finally 
resigned  herself to the fact that 
Gregory just couldn't find time for her. Maybe next 
visit, Dick? 
4( 4( 4( 
On the lighter 
side,  Joanne Giovannini worms 
the 
true
 story of Alice in Wonderland 
from a creative 
caterpillar.  Although the 
problem is dealt 
with 
satirically, it will 
be with us for years
 to come, 
whether it 
be
 in fairy tales or 
the U.S. Supreme 
Court. 
4( 
Rounding out our issue, Bill Dreger
 tracks down 
some interesting
 personalities on campus. We hope to 
make
 this a standing feature recognizing noteworthy
 
individuals who otherwise 
go
 unnoticed. (Any leads 
on such persons will
 be gladly accepted.) 
The 
NOW magazine staff presents this issue
 with 
great pride. We express our deepest
 gratitude to the 
Journalism and 
Advertising Department for the 















 NOTE: Ever since the "White Rabbit
 Scare" 
initiated during the Jefferson  
(Airplane)  era, P -TA's and 
other concerned groups 
have demanded an investigation
 of 
Lewis Carroll's 
fantasy,  "Alice in Wonderland." 
Worried
 adults believe the possible suggestion of 
drug use 
in 
children's literature may be the key reason so 
many youths 
are turning on and/or dropping out. 
In. conscientious effort to seek 
the  truth, NOW magazine 
attempted to uncover the facts by digging
 up the hookah -
smoking
 caterpillar last seen on Page 36 of Carroll's 
book. VVe 
are happy to have the exclusive story of a star witness.
 
In 
order  to protect the innocent, the reader should be 
aware that the witness is no longer a caterpillar 
but  a moth, 
and any resemblance to 
another







think that reading a 
story,
 any 
story, could possibly be the reason a youngster would 
turn on. Look at Alice. She was illiterate. It's not 
what you 
know, but WHO you know, and in Alice's 
case it was me ... me, my hookah, and my magic 
mushroom. 
It was during the Great 
Depression,  and there was 
scarcely a blade of grass to eat anywhere. My species 
and
 I were literally crawling the garden walls in search 
of food. 
Winter
 was fast 
approaching,
 and only a 
handful had 
the  energy to spin a 
cocoon.
 Those were 
lean years and even
 those who once perched
 high on a 
leaf top were forced to crawl. 
I shamefully
 admit that in the 
face of starvation, I 
stooped to 
the  ethics of a 
worm.  Temptation 
hopped  
by in the 
form  of a white 




 a get -rich -quick 
scheme. I figured 
that 
working close 
by a rabbit's foot 
was  bound to bring 
luck,  so naturally I 




 a pusher, 
the real con 
man type. My 
territory was
 the river bank 
where  children would 
flock to 
feed the ducks. 




 of a particular 
kind, Stropharia 
cubensis, 
known  more 
commonly
 as psilocybin. 
It was a pretty safe




their kiddies' stories 
about  the "bug- who 
gave them vegetables
 that really were good.
 Believe 
me, if I had 
known  that this fair-haired child was the 
apple of a great author's eye.  I would never have laid 
the stuff on her. But she seemed to be the typical 
dumb blonde, and I never in a cocoon's age would 
have mistaken her for a child prodigy. 
Alice's sister would read for hours 
on their 
frequent trips to the river. As I mentioned before, 
Alice was illiterate and 
amused
 herself by pestering 
her sister or pulling wings off butterflies. 
On
 this particular day. Alice's sister had given her 
a deck of cards so that Alice could 
play solitaire. 
Unable to find a partner
 for the game, Alice was 
forced to 
abandon
 the cards and wander aimlessly. 
The bored 
look  on a child's face usually meant that I 
would eat that night. I was so hungry, I could have 
devoured a Bug-Geta pellet. 
"Hey, little girl. Wanna
 puff on my hookah?- I 
asked, grinning like a Cheshire cat when I noticed a 
oiece  of raisin cake in her hand. 
What's a puff?" she 
asked,
 walking toward me. 
Realizing 
that this wasn't going to 
be as easy as I 
had thought, I signaled
 my accomplice with three 
smoke rings. As planned, my legman came hopping 
out of the bushes. Pulling a watch out
 of his 
 4 
  V-Th 
 
 C:,  
, -  
waistcoat pocket, he recited his line: "Oh dear! Oh 
dear! I shall
 be too late." 
Before scampering down the
 hole, he accidentally 
dropped his 
white  glove from his left -back 
paw, a loss 
which 
was later to prove 
disastrous.  
Alice
 picked up the glove and ran
 to the hole, 
sticking her hand 
as far down as she could. Like all 
other children, she let 
curiosity
 get the best of her  
Alice had 
walked  into the trap. 
-Would you like to 
miniaturize  and descend?" I 
asked in 
my most professional 
voice.  
-No, but I 
sure would like to be small
 enough to 
get down this 
hole,- she replied, 
her  eyes as round as 
peyote buttons. 
I made my way off 
the stool of the 
mushroom  
and, like a snake in 
the  grass, slithered up 
close to my 
(Continued








"VV/oat  I 
don't  
understand
 is how 





 on the 
market  in the 
first place. 



















COLD CHILLS shivered down the spines
 of 
millions of 
Americans in October when Robert H. 
Finch,
 Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 
announced that massive doses
 of cyclamates fed to 
rats had produced urinary -bladder cancer. Finch 
ordered at the same time that production of the 
billion dollar dietary industry of 
beverages, food and 
drugs containing cyclamates be halted
 and gave 
dietary beverage sellers until Jan. 1, 1970, and dietary 
food sellers until Feb. 1 to remove the products from 
their shelves. The drug industry
 was given until July 
to remove cyclamate from their products, but Finch 
indicated that certain persons such as diabetics who 
can't use sugar may still be able to get 
dietary  
products containing cyclamates. 
Finch said the banning of cyclamates from dietary 
products was mandatory due to the Delaney Amend-
ment which became law in 1958 and which requires 
the Food and Drug Administration to ban any drug 
known to cause cancer in humans or animals. New 
York 
Congressman
 James J. Delaney 
recently praised 
actress Gloria 








 of the bill in 
1952. -I was 
screaming  
in the wind until she 
came  along,- Delaney said. 
Finch also listed 172 brand -name products affec-
ted by the ban and added that the list was not 
exhaustive.
 At the same time Finch 
said, -Let me 
emphasize in the strongest
 possible terms that we 
have no evidence at 
this point that cyclamates have 
indeed caused 
cancer
 in humans." 
About  150 million persons in the U.S. 
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from  Page 
One) 
many ducks and geese 
that  nested among the cord 
grass, and 
fishermen flocked every week -end to make 
record
 catches of sturgeon, striped bass, 
oysters, 
clam and crabs. 
Yes,
 Drawbridge was like a fairy tale come true 
for 
sportsmen and naturalists. 
Then one day,  a dark shadow spread over the land. 
A black dragon 
came and destroyed all life 
and 
happiness in the tiny kingdom. 
The black dragon 
turned  the marshes into foul-
smelling 
black muck and left countless 
fish floating 
belly -up
 in the polluted water. 
Just as a 




sewage waste discharged from San
 Jose 
killed the 
marsh and the village of Drawbridge. 
The death of 
Drawbridge is significant in several
 
ways, even though the resort
 has been abandoned for 
a 
score  of years. Two 
of the implications are 
ecological and 





 of pollution scourge 
is the





 been a 
price-
less  relic, a 
complete  record 
of the bygone
 era of 
steam 
locomotives 
and  gas -lit 
saloons,








 to the 
Southern
 Pacific 








Cruz  to 
Alameda
 line to 
allow sailing 




 to Santa 
Clara  Valley. This




 when the 
first 
bridge 
tender,  George 
Manderschied,
 built his 
cabin 











the  San 
Francisco
 
Bay  the 
bridge  tender found
 a lucrative 
business  in 
providing







 Soon he opened the 
first hotel. 





all built on 
stilts above 
the salt marsh
 with the 
narrow gauge 
tracks running
 down the 









was  a 
swashbuckling
 gal 
known  as 
Aunt








Aunt  Sue's first
 husband was 














"Aunt  Sue swore 
like a pirate, 













out on the 
railroad 
tracks
 and got 
lost  or 
stranded 
by
 the tide. 
She usually 





















 in a 
little
 tin  box,
 
from 
which  they took










 and its 
ladies
 of the 
night.
 To be 
sure, 




This is the 
way  a few old-timers





 Today, green slime
 
and
 black, oozy sewage 
are  about all Drawbridge 
has 
to offer 
the  infrequent visitor.













 1932, when the 
shellfish  quaran-
tine was first imposed. 
While  oysters abound on the 
east and south 
shores,  these 
delectable
 shellfish are 
"off-limits." These and 
all other shellfish may cause 
such diseases as 
typhoid
 fever, infectious hepatitis,
 
gastroenteritis




lions,  shrimp, sea otters and kelp 
beds
 also fell 
as pollution victims. 
Once these creatures were 
abundant in 






cannot  even be considered 
on most parts 
of
 the Bay. Skin diving, water 
skiing 
and swimming would 
be
 highly unpleasant if not 
actually dangerous. 
Another aspect 
of the pollution scourge 
is the 
tremendous 
economic  loss. The Bay  was 
at one time a 
thriving  producer of a 
wonderful  variety of life. 
This  
potential 
commercial  fishing source could 
bring new 
jobs and profit 
to the entire Bay Area. 
J.A. Alpin, senior marine biologist 
with Marine 
Resources 
Operations Laboratory in 
Menlo Park, and 
Don
 Lolloch of the State Fish and 
Game Department 
recently
 reported there are, right now, about 21 
million 
softshell
 and Japanese Littleneck clams
 within 
wading distance of 
shore  in the San Francisco 
Bay. 
Furthermore,  there are another 
50 million clams in 
deep water which 
could reap a commercial harvester
 
one million pounds with a market value 
of
 $600,000. 
The Bay could 
easily yield six million 
pounds  of 
oyster meat 
annually  more than a 
20 per cent 
increase of the nation's 
entire  oyster output. 
Marine 




countless  millions of 
perch,
 sole, flounder, 
rockfish and 
huge




As many as 20,000 sturgeon 
(a pre -historic 
fish that 
was,
 until recently, a permanent Bay 
resident) are 
estimated, along with 700,000 
water-
fowl and
 300,000 shore birds. 
Until the Bay 
is cleaned up and maintained,
 this 
tremendous
 potential harvest will go untapped. 
Unfortunately, sewage and 
industrial  waste are not 
the  only pollutants
 that must be controlled. Another 
is the output of nitrogen from agricultural
 discharges. 
Nitrogen stimulates algae 
growth which robs the 
water 
of
 its vital oxygen content and makes
 a noxious 
stench
 when it decays. Oil and 
toxic chemicals are 
also a serious 
threat
 to aquatic life. 
All  this is 
compounded by the 
problem  of pesticide contamina-
tion of the 
water.  It is known that nearly all 
bay  fish 
and 
shellfish  carry 1,000 to 7,000 times 
the
 pesticide 






 recently scored an important
 vic-
tory 
when the legislature 
granted
 the Bay Conserva-
tion 
and Development Commission 
new "muscle" to 
enforce 
regulations and standards. 
Until  now, the 
commission was relatively 
powerless to take action 
against  violators such as sewage treatment
 plants, 
industry and land 
developers.  
Plans for 
a deep -water sewage outfall 
to
 serve 
South Bay communities from Fremont to Palo Alto is 
another bright spot in the
 murky future of the Bay. 
Such a joint project is 
considered the only long-range 
way to overcome further contamination 
of the 
near -stagnant South Bay waters. 
Probably the single most important 
ramification
 of 
the environmental murder of Drawbridge
 is the stark 
reminder that "it CAN
 happen here." It already 
has,
 
on a small 




 for the sins of 
San  Jose. Will San Jose 
some day 





 the shadow of the 
dragon  fall across your 
doorstep 
NEXT? 










I HEAR you booing because you are 
always hungry, 
which is because you don't eat the right stuff. In 
other words, pepperoni pizzas and french fries 
just
 
don't make it. You are
 stuffing yourself with totally 
indigestible
 material
 and too much
 of it. 
As one of those unfortunate persons who are 
forced to watch their weight constantly, I have 
tried 
everything and it's all very much of a drag, except for 
one thing. Natural Food is the thing to get behind. 
Fat people 
get thinner, thin people get fatter, and just 
right people get even more right by following the 
Natural Food Principle. This principle is one facet of 
Yoga and, most simply stated, it is just eating foods 
that are the very closest possible to their natural 
state. 
Start practicing this now
 and you'll st.y on to it 
for the rest of your life. Don't get too carried away, 
though,
 because there are some foods which just 
cannot be properly 
digested in their raw or natural 
state. Remember also that what one person can 
digest, perhaps you can't.
 Just because the Yogi 
believes in eating foods as close as possible to their 
natural
 state, do not try, for example, to eat raw 
potatoes. But on the other hand, raw cabbage or raw 
corn, when chewed sufficiently, are extremely good 
for 
you. 
Think of your body as a hinge, and the food you 
eat as oil. A hinge must have oil or it won't work 
properly just 




oil or oil that is impure will clog up the hinge. Don't 
let your mind run away to grapefruit land, because 
this is not
 that kind of thing at all. 
There is no written rule that you must have three 
squares a day - this is just one of the 
mores  of our 
flabby society. Yes - you
 can think of this as a 
protest against the mores of society; that will make 
it 
even more fun. You are actually damaging your body 
by overloading it three times a 
day whether it needs it 
or not. Prove this to yourself by 
having
 a very light 
breakfast every morning for at least a week. 
You'll
 
find that you are much
 more alert for those morning 
classes. 
Here  are a few 
general 
















difficult  to 























you'll  find 
them
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a Chinese 





vegetables  it 
is an excellent
 idea to 
drink  the
 juice which is 










they  cost, 









 way to eat fruit is 
raw. It is impossible
 to 
overeat fruits. 
They act as a natural
 laxative while 
soothing  the digestive 
tract  at the same time. 
Oranges, 
lemons, 




 fruits. Try these before
 that Monday 
morning class - 
they'll  cut that sticky
 mucus left 
over
 from that not -so -restful
 weekend. Sweet fruits 
such as apples and bananas are 
highly energizing and 
very helpful in 
promoting  regularity.
 
Most of you realize that 
nuts  are a great source of 
protein, ounce for ounce 
higher than meat. Peanuts 
should be avoided. They are
 not a nut but actually a 
legume  like the bean. Walnuts, almonds,
 brazil nuts 
and 
cashews are easy to get and they should
 be eaten 
raw and 
unprocessed. 
This  is probably the best
 place to inform you 
that,  
in 
order  to reap some benefits from the
 Natural Food 
Principle, you don't 
have to become a vegetarian. If 
you've eaten meat regularly all your life, 
don't  try to 
stop
 
because  you may give up the whole 
plan out 
of 
desperation for want 
of meat. Try tapering off some. 
I found myself feeling
 much more agile, less sluggish. 
Cutting down on 
meat
 will cut a noticeable chunk 
out of your grocery bill also. 
Remember  to keep up 
your protein intake with the raw nuts,
 though. 
Abstain totally from processed
 meats; man's tech-
nology has really caused 
an adulteration here. Pass by 
the bologna; it's mostly cereal and for its price there 
is very little nutrition. The closer any food is to its 
natural state the more healthful and beneficial it is 
for you. By eliminating certain 
undesirable  foods 
from your diet and replacing them with fruits and 
vegetables, you will find a great change in your 
physical and mental states. You will find that you 
have an excess of energy. This is because, instead of 
your body having to wear itself out and expend 
energy to digest and eliminate heavy, unnatural 
foods, it now easily digests and absorbs 
foods 
which  
have a great deal of what the Yogi call Life -Force. 
It's nice to wash all this nutrition down with 
something but that red liquid from the mountain is 
another -doesn't make it.- The best liquid you can 
put into your body is the juice from raw vegetables. 
It is living water, supplying you with minerals of such 
excellent quality as not to be found 
in any other 
facet of nature. These juices cool, soothe and alkalize 
your 
body,  counteracting in the most perfect way the 




























































#2. Think  
of all 
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(Continued from Page Three) 
the 
ban but added that 
this
 is only about 4 per 
cent 
of their total 
sales. A company executive
 at Abbott 
said:
 "Although cyclamates 
represent a very small 
part 
of
 our business, the recent
 findings have reflec-
ted on our 
scientific integrity." The executive
 added 
that Abbott 
may  raise several 
questions:
 What proof 
is there that 
the 10 per cent 
saccharin
 contained in 
cyclamates 
does
 not cause the bladder 
cancers? Would 
a 5 to 1 ratio of 
cyclamate
 to  saccharin be 
less  likely 
to cause bladder
 cancer in rats than 
the  present 9 to 1 
ratio? 
Two of the 





  Coca-Cola and 
Pepsi  Cola  
reacted mildly 
to the cyclamate ban. 
Officials  of 
Coca-Cola, which 
produces Tab and 
Fresca,
 said the 
cyclamate 
ban would barely affect 
profits.  
President Fred Dickson of 
Coca-Cola noted that an 
adult would have to drink 
550  Frescas a day to get as 
much cyclamate as the
 rats had received and said: 
"You'd
 drown before you'd get cancer." 
However, officials of Royal




in Diet -Rite Cola last year, 
said  the 
dietary drinks











 always been 
used in the 
past 
because it 
leaves  a bitter 
aftertaste  in 




will  now get 
a hard look 
from






who  said: 
"Tests
 used a 
number  of 
years  ago do 
not  come up 
to today's 
standards.  We 
will  have to go 
back and see











 of the cyclamate
 ban question 
why, if 
a weak
 link to cancer 
in rats from the
 cyclamate can 
cause  a cyclamate 
ban,
 why a positive 
link


















However,  one 
FDA  official 
said:  "I under-
stand the law
 but not 
the logic. I 
think the 
government  could 
do a lot 
more  about 











an FDA list 




 safe) list. 
The  additives 
on
 the list run 
EDITOR'S NOTE:
 Since this article 
was written a new 
decision  was made 
concerning the 
cyclamate  ban. As it stands
 now, products other 
than  soft drinks 
will 
be
 permitted to remain
 on the market for 
an
 extended period of 
time. 
volume
 and will have a hard impact on their business.
 
President William C. Durkee
 said bluntly: "There will 
be a substantial impact on 
us in the first year, just as 
there will be 
on
 Coke and Pepsi. All of us have 
substantial inventories of packaging materials and 
ingredients that are useless now. 
The  loss to us alone 
could run 
into millions of dollars. But after the first 
year, we'll be back strong. And if our 
product
 is as 
good as we think 
it is, stronger than ever." 
Following 
a weekend meeting in Washington with 
Secretary Finch, Durkee said: "Nobody in the indus-
try is mad at Finch. Under the Delaney Amend-
ment," he added, "Finch had 
no choice. Under that 
law, you can ban sunshine." 
One of the few legal actions
 thus far against the 
cyclamate ban has been
 by seven individuals filing a 
joint suit against the Health, Education and Welfare 
Department and the Food and Drug 
Administration.
 
The suit claims the ban violates the due process clause 
of the U.S. Constitution and asks the court to stop 
the ban of cyclamates
 by the Food and Drug 
Administration. One of the plaintiffs, Leo R. Rossi, 
32, 
Daly  City, runs a motorcycle shop and claims he 
went from 550 
pounds




 suit was filed




Grand Rapids, Mich., which says it stands to lose 
S250,000 from the cyclamate ban. Nehi 
claims  to 
have testimony stating that cyclamates do not pro-
duce cancer in 
humans.
 
The hardest hit of the cyclamate -related 
producers
 
was the food industry, which usually cans a year's
 
supply  in advance at the close of the late summer 
fruit 
harvest.  




 the industry is that the ban came right 
after our packing season. It doesn't







 estimated that between 4 and 5 million 
cases of its total production of 
24 million were 
dietetic under the Diet -Delight brand. The 
canners  are 
hoping that 
HEW will extend the deadline for 
cyclamate -sweetened canned 
goods from Feb. 1 to 
Sept. 1, 
1970,  
Saccharin, 500 times 
sweeter  than sugar and 
available 
for about 50 years, probably 
will be used in 
the gamut from 
old standbys like salt,
 vinegar, spices 
and baking 
powder
 to synthetic chemicals.
 
All of the items put on the 
list in 1958 were 
approved
 without safety tests.
 Since then other items 
not printed on the official
 list have been added. 
This  
caused confusion 
as to whether a list 
really  existed 
and how 
many and what 




McGovern  (Dem.  
S.D.), chairman 
of the




 Needs said: 
-One thing I 
have trouble 
understanding is 
the fact that it is 
referred  to as a list, 
and yet 
it
 is my understanding
 that there 
really is not 
a list." The 
National  Academy of 
Sciences  estimates 
there are some 
2000  additives in 
all.  
Some
 of the criticism against the FDA is against 
the requirements for 
food
 and beverage additives as 
compared with drug additives. A food or beverage 
producer can start using the 
additive  if, from his own 
conclusions
 based on scientific evidence, the
 sub-
stance is generally 
recognized  as safe. In the case of 
drugs, however, the manufacturer
 has to prove that 
the additive 
is safe. To remove an additive from the 
GRAS




the additives are in a "never-never 
land of non -regulation,"
 and recommended a 
test 
center 
for testing all additives
 before using. 
Another possible side 
effect  of the cyclamate ban 
concerns 
DOT.
 Last April the 
National  Cancer Insti-
tute 
disclosed
 that tests showed 
DDT  caused cancer 
in laboratory rats. 
Dr.  James A. Miller, a 
noted cancer 
researcher  and a biochemist




 of DDT's 
carcio-
genecity  its 
cancer -causing 





cyclamates,  has 
not  
been clearly 
tied  to disease 
in humans. 
The three out 
of four affected by 
the ban will have 
a 
few  more calories 
in their dietary 
drinks and foods 
but also 
probably  will have 
fewer  chills from 
cancer -
scaring  headlines. 
The only thing 





-sugar  substi 
tute drink
 is if the 10 
per  cent saccharin
 in cyclamate 
caused
 the cancer in 
rats. And as they 
bite into the 
proverbial apple,
 was the amount 
of
 DDT used in its 
production 





 as it did in 
rats? And, finally,
 how close 
are humans to 











(Continued from Page Two) 
victim. Pointing to the mushroom, 
I said: "One side 
will make you grow 
taller, and the other side will 
make 
you  grow shorter." 
Her 
left hand grabbed my head while the 
right  
hand pulled my tail.
 
"No, no 
dumm  ... little girl," I managed to 
squeeze out before I was dissected. "The 
mushroom, 
the mushroom!" 
As Alice was chomping away, 
a rat who had been 
trying to ruin our business ran up to Alice, shouting,
 
"Keep your head! Keep your head!" 
My skin crawled 
when I heard that double-crossing 
dormouse trying to blow the whole deal. But Alice 
had seen the dormouse and let out with a scream 
before 
he could let out a squeak. As the drug was 
coming on, Alice was already 
freaked out. 
"What a curious feeling!"
 said Alice. "I must be 
shutting
 up like a telescope. It might end in my going 
out altogether, like a candle." 
The idea of extinguishing like a flame really blew 
Alice out. She ran around, wilder than a March Hare. 
With a look of terror upon her face, she fell back on 
the grass and 
glanced
 frantically up around her. 
"Help me! I'm lost between the blades!" she cried. 
Suddenly, she spied the playing cards. With trem-
bling hands, she picked up the nearest card, which 
happened to be the queen of hearts. 
"Honest, I never ate your tarts. What are tarts, 
anyhow? You can't chop off my head, and you can't 
shuffle me around. Why, you're all nothing but a 
pack of playing cards!"
 
Then Alice rolled over and down the slope until 
she reached the river bank. She managed to raise 
herself  to her knees where she caught her reflection in 
the water. 
"If I step through this looking glass, perhaps I shall 
grow larger," she convinced herself. 
So Alice took the alunge. 
"Why, yes! I'm opening up like a 
periscope!"  
Unfortunately, Alice 
couldn't swim and would 
have drowned 
if her sister had not dived in to save 
her. While the sister ran 
for help, Alice lay on the 
grass, 
delirious
 as a mad hatter, 
mumbling  something 
about a tea 
party.
 
The story would 
have
 ended here and the whole 
incident forgotten 
if it weren't for 
that
 one piece of 
evidence
  the rabbit's 
glove.  After all, 
somebody  
had to realize 
rabbit gloves are 
a little out of the
 
ordinary, especially 
when  they're paw -shaped. 
Luckily, 
the drug had 




 and what she 
thought
 had happened 
was  really 
a 
distortion  of what 
actually
 did occur. 
I thought I 
was  home free and 
I had completely 
forgotten my 
notorious  past, 
until
 some years ago.
 It 
was  during the 
first months 
of
 my moth 
stage.  I was 
attracted to 
a light in an 
open  window 
one  night and 
as
 I was flying 
around,
 I noticed 
an
 open book on 
a 
desk with 
illustrations  on the 
pages. It showed 
a 
young 
girl  sitting at a 
table
 drinking tea with
 a hare 
and a 
hatter.  Recognizing




pages and was 
shocked to read 
what a sham 
Carroll had made
 of the whole 
business.  Moved by 
a 
sense of 
professional  pride, 
as well as decency
 and 
honesty,
 I hereby disclose
 the truth about





Continued from Page Five) 
These minerals
 and vitamins are the most easily 
absorbed of all foods. A word of caution: 
some
 
vegetables are very strong and 




the body. Among these are 
beets, cabbage, 
parsley,  and spinach. Small 
quantities
 
of these strong 
vegetable
 juices have to be mixed with 
the more 
mild




celery. Carrot juice is extremely
 mild and soothing 
and 
you'll  grow tired of drinking it 
before
 it will ever 
hurt  you. 
Where
 do you 
get  these juices?
 Many can 
be 
bought in the 
grocery store,
 but they 
are  rather 
expensive
 and 
usually  have a 
preservative 
added 
which  does absolutely
 nothing for 
you. In the long 
run, a 
juicer,  a machine 
which reduces 
to liquid most 
vegetables
 land fruits) 
is not very 
expensive
 as you 
can make use 
of vegetables 




cheaper.  Some 
electric







 best for you




realize  that there 
is
 also a better way
 of eating. 
The 
Yogi believes 
that  about 
one-third  of the 
digestive  process 








 this: The more 
food
 is chewed, the more 
efficiently
 the digestive
 juices of the stomach do their 
work 
and the better 
prepared the 
food is for 
absorption
 when it reaches
 the small 
intestine.  Hence,
 
by chewing your 
food properly, you 
insure
 that the 
tissues and cells




 vitamins and 
essential 
minerals,




 food is 
chewed  your 
usual  way. 
The correct way to 
eat is to liquify everything and 
swallow
 the liquid, then 
swallow
 whatever solid bulk 
is 
left. As much as possible, liquify the food
 in your 
mouth. This might
 sound a little distasteful
 to you 
now, but I found 
it to become natural after a very 
short time. Gulping 
only causes, or aids, 
ulcers,
 























 Yogi believes 
that these




 increase the 
alertness  and 
clarity
 of your 
mind 
 all of 
which  can result







Natural  Food can 
profoundly  affect
 your life. 





PHOTO BY VINCE CAMPAGNA 
JON PALMER 
An imaginative display of the female anatomy 
was  
recently presented in the San Jose State Art Gallei y 
by art graduate student Jon Palmer. Although his 
pioject is unnamed, the sculptures made by Jon speak 
for themselves. Made from fiberglas and resin, they 
were molded directly from living female models. 
Through a complicated process of reverse molding, 
the final figures were produced. The project, which 
took a full year to complete,
 is partial fulfillment for 
an M.A.
 degree. 
Jon sold several pieces from the project, which was 
on display Nov. 12 
-24.
 From SJS, the project is 









 as a summer advertising 
internship for 
advertising major 
Georgia Littleton ended 
as a sur-
prise stint in the United States
 Army. Working at the 
Presidio in 
San  Francisco this past 
summer  in Army 
advertising 
campaigns,  Georgia suddenly found 
her-
self sworn in as 
a genuine army corporal.
 She was 
then 
shipped off to Fort 
McCellan,  Ala., where she 
joined 150 other girls in her 
same 
situation. 
Dressed in fatigues, the girls 
began  four weeks of 
training that 
included  marching, calisthenics,
 mock 
gas attacks, and finding one's 
way  out of the 
wilderness 
with  only a compass and map. 
Georgia 
found more of 
the  same at a two-day visit to 
Fort 
Benning,  Ga. 
When her four -week hitch ended, Georgia 
returned  
to her  job at the Presidio 
to write about her 
experiences for an army 
publicity  campaign. As part 
of her 
extraordinary  experience in the army, Georgia 
received S199














distinction  of 
teaching  in 
three 
countries  on 





 Dr. Liniecki, 









this  feat. 
Beginning  his 
















 to teach 
mechanical  









 to be part 
of






















 a trip to 








fond  of 
California.
 This prompted 
him to come 
to San Jose 
State, where 
he hopes to 
remain
 on the 














 . it's 
worth
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 Deal with the 
dependables!  
CALSTATE 
CHARTER FLIGHTS are available to students, 
faculty, employees,
 staff and members of their immediate 
families. No membership fees are 
required.
 
YOU SAVE UP TO 5545 over 
regular air fares. All flights are via 
supplemental air carriers Trans
-International  Airlines and Saturn 
Airways, flying DC8 
Jets.  Hot meals and complementary 
beverages are provided on 
each flight, with regular stewardesses 
and crew. All flights are 




 Federal Aviation Administration. 
HOW 
DO YOU APPLY for 
a flight? 
Simply 
call 293-1033 and ask 
for an 
application
 to be sent to you, 
or
 come in 
to T -M 
Travel  Agency 
during  the day, 
9:00
 a.m. to 530 p.m. 
T -M Travel is at 
60 No. First St, 
near Santa Clara St. Or 
mail coupon below. 
LIMITED  SPA 
OAKL TO 



























 STUDENT TOURS 
 STANDBY TICKETS 
To insure a seat on the flight you prefer, mail 
today to: 
CHARTER DEPT., TM TRAVEL
 AGENCY 




. spaces on flight No. 
on the following date
 
I enclose a deposit of S50 per person. 
L.1 Please send official application and further information. 









CLIP AND SAVE THIS 
SCHEDULE  RESERVE 
EARLY 
[I] # 531 
OAKLAND











:a. 532 LOS 
ANGELES  TO 
AMSTERDAM  












E = 533 
OAKLAND  TO 
AMSTERDAM  











LOS  ANGELES TO 
LONDON
 
LONDON  TO LOS 
ANGELES  
Lv.:
 June 15 





OAKLAND TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO OAKLAND 




















NEW YORK TO 
LONDON
 
LONDON TO NEW 
YORK 
Lv.: June 18 





a 4001 OAKLAND TO LONDON 
AMSTERDAM
 TO OAKLAND 
Lv 
June  19 
Re






OAKLAND TO LONDON 
LONDON TO OAKLAND 
Lv.:  June 
26 




a 537 LOS ANGELES TO AMSTERDAM 











a 538 OAKLAND TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO 
OAKLAND 
Lv.: June 24 




539 NEW YORK TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM 
TO NEW YORK 
Lv June 25 





El 4: 540 OAKLAND TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO OAKLAND 
Lv.: June 26 
Ret.: 
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 OAKLAND TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO OAKLAND 
Lv.:
 
July  2 




# 541 OAKLAND TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO OAKLAND 
Lv.: 
July  4 







 TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO 
OAKLAND  
Lv.: July 28 




542 OAKLAND TO AMSTERDAM 
AMSTERDAM TO OAKLAND 
Lv.: Aug.
 I 






ONE WAY FLIGHT 













 St., San Jose 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 
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